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Abstract 
Ambulatory disabilities affects approximately 30.6 million people in the US over the age of 15 
according to the 2010 US Census. Of these 30.6 million, about 10.8 million have the ability to walk a 
quarter mile continuously, but find it difficult doing so. The goals of this project were to design a device 
to be used therapeutically in order to help re-learn walking motions, to strengthen muscles, or to assist in 
everyday life. The device was also designed to be used with virtual reality (VR) systems to offer a source 
of physical input and feedback. To accomplish this task, our team built a wearable leg actuation assisting 
apparatus that outputs a minimum of ten percent of the average adult’s joint moments and is combinable 
to a VR system to fully engulf the user into a gaming environment.  
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Executive Summary 
 This report provides a detailed account of a Major Qualifying Project focused on the 
design, construction, and testing of a hydro-muscle actuated exoskeleton leg structure for the 
purpose of therapeutic gait cycle training and virtual reality software compatibility. We then 
describe the background of hydro-muscles, human gait, walking therapy, similar technologies, 
and current motion capture technologies. This is followed by the goal of the project, and the 
functional requirements that were set by the team after determining necessary functionality of the 
system. The methodology chapter describes the engineering and design process behind the 
exoskeleton, hydro-muscles, and control system of the system. Following is the results section 
which details our testing methods and results from aspects of the system. 
 
Figure 1 - Full System Image 
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 The team made a pair of wearable exo-legs that can assist a user through a walking cycle 
and any other pre-prepared movements. The system is adjustable to allow multiple users to wear 
the device comfortably, and is made from a combination of acrylic and aluminum to provide a 
low cost, light weight structure that can handle the loads put on the system by the hydro-muscles. 
The system is semi-mobile with the user being followed by a rolling cart; the only movement 
limitation is the power source for the system. 
 The legs are actuated by hydraulic hydro-muscles, which are latex tubes that expand 
linearly under pressure. The hydro-muscles are powered by a 12 volt DC pump and controlled by 
servos, and diverter valves. The pump allows for the hydro-muscles to be pressurized to 40 Psi, 
and become fully expanded. The diverter valves are actuated by servos, which are controlled by 
a microcontroller board (Arduino Mega) reading data from pressure sensors, and potentiometers. 
The diverter valves can control the pressure inside the muscles reaching any desired pressure 
between zero and 40 Psi. 
 The total weight of the system was 20.1 pounds which is 11% of the average adult's 
weight. The muscles controlling the knee joints can exert 11.17 Newton-meters of torque about 
the user’s knee joint, which is 17.5% of the average adult's knee moment while walking. The 
muscles controlling the ankle joints exert 9.78 Newton-meters torque about the user’s ankle 
joint, which is 10.9% of the average adult’s ankle moment while walking. The average walking 
moment generated by our system is 14.2%, while the weight of the system adds 11% of the 
weight; therefore, the system generates a minimum of 3.2% greater walking ability for the user. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Strokes, car accidents, birth defects, injury, and surgery. These are all ways that a person 
could develop some sort of ambulatory disability. Ambulatory disabilities affects approximately 
30.6 million people in the US over the age of 15 according to the 2010 US Census. The team 
designed and developed a system called Hydro-Muscle Actuated Exo-Leg for Therapy and 
Video Gaming. The device is part of a Major Qualifying Project (MQP) being completed by the 
team. The apparatus is designed to retrain the wearer on going through the proper human 
walking cycle, through position accurate repetition training. It is to be strapped to the leg of a 
person, and exerts a mechanical force translated via a pulley system to the knee joint, and the 
Dorsiflexor and Plantarflexor of the ankle joint of the wearer’s leg. The force is generated by a 
hydraulic system, which includes a hydraulic pump and a technology called Hydro-Muscles. 
More specifically, the mechanical force is generated by the actuation of the hydro-muscles, 
which is done via hydraulic pressure. These forces will guide the wearer in the proper motions of 
walking as well as provide small assistive force to the wearer. This system can also do the 
opposite; resist the motions of walking to build strength of the muscles. The forces generated do 
not completely actuate the wearer’s leg on their own, but guide leg in the proper motion and 
position. The system does not only guide and assist the wearer’s knee and ankle to the proper 
position of degree of rotation in each stage of the walking cycle, but as well has the ability to 
interact with physical-to-virtual software. This paper will cover background research into the 
Hydro-Muscles, the human walking cycle, and human ambulatory disability, the Hydro-Muscle 
Actuated Exo-Leg for Therapy and Video Gaming project and system which includes the goals, 
function requirements, methodology, and the results of the system that was built, and concluding 
findings with future work recommendations. 
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Chapter 2: Background 
2.1 Hydro-Muscles 
2.1.1 Hydro-Muscle Characteristics 
Hydro-Muscles are expandable pressure vessel synthetic muscles and is a technology 
invented in Popovic Labs at Worcester Polytechnic Institute. They are made out of a latex tubing 
wrapped in fabric to encourage linear expansion and limit its radial expansion. Hydro-Muscles 
are actuated by a fluid force. They can be actuated hydraulically with the use of water or possibly 
some other hydraulic fluid, or pneumatically using compressed air. 
“The design has certain advantages over natural muscles, such as being able to maintain a 
position without expending energy. This design uses an elastic element to apply tensile force, 
which is released when hydraulic pressure is applied. This gives the muscle the unique 
characteristic of storing elastic energy when pressurized and releasing it to contract.” [1].  
Simply, this means that the hydro-muscles store kinetic energy when in a pressurized state and 
the actuation force is generated, the kinetic energy is released by the hydro-muscles when they 
are depressurized and their expanded length retracts creating a pulling force. The force output 
depends on latex tubing’s inner and outer diameters, and the length expansion depends on these 
two dimensions as well as its initial length. The forces of hydro-muscles are stackable in the 
sense that “parallel-connected hydro-muscles generate more forces than a single hydro-muscle” 
[1]. 
“Other artificial muscles, such as the McKibben, are similar to ours in the respect that they are 
fluid-actuated and can be locked in place, but the McKibben requires suction or pressure to 
expand and contract. Additionally, our muscle is limited to expansion in only one dimension, 
which offers a higher energy density” [1]. 
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The radial expansion is contained by nylon tubular webbing which is wrapped around the tube 
when the hydro-muscle is being made, and is held in place with clamp rings. 
Hydro-Muscles are cost efficient actuator because they can be manufactured and 
assembled for under $10.00 USD. This price is significantly less than the cost of a conventional 
DC Motor or piston. And is a lightweight option because much like the cost, the weight is also 
significantly less of other conventional actuators. 
 
Figure 2 - Comparison between Pressurized and Depressurized Muscle 
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 2.1.2 Currently used Techniques in Walking Therapy 
Hydro-Muscles being a new technology and actuator, are still in the testing phase. 
Comparatively, hydro-muscles have many benefits compared other common actuators. One 
commonly used actuators is a DC servo. One example of a DC servo is the Parallax Standard 
Servo (#900-00005), sold by Digi-Key for $12.09 USD. According to this devices datasheet on 
Digi-Key’s website it weighs 1.55 ounce (44 grams), has a 38 ounce-inch torque output at its 
voltage input maximum of 6 VDC, and can “hold any position between 0 and 180 degrees” (90 
in either direction) [2]. 
The BL030-H03-G Brushless DC motor an example of a DC motor that can be used for 
actuation and is sold by Mouser Electronics for $108.00 USD. Below is a table of BL030-H03-
G’s specs, as well as two other motors related to it, from its datasheet on Mouser’s website. 
 
Figure 3 - BLXXX-H03-G Motor Specs Table [3] 
A third type of conventional actuator is a linear actuating piston. One such example of 
this is the 6 Inch Linear Actuator 12 Volt 225 Pounds 4.6 Amp Draw Piston manufactured by 
WindyNation, and sold via amazon.com. It is a four pound, motor driven piston that is sold for 
$55.99 USD. It can output a force of 225 pounds through an actuation length of 6 inches. Pistons 
can also be designed to be actuated with pneumatic, or hydraulic pressure instead of being 
actuated by a motor and lead screw. There are many similarities between hydro-muscles and this 
style of piston, but the benefit of hydro-muscles is their ability to change length even when 
depressurized due to the elasticity of the latex [4]. 
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2.2 Gait Cycle and Human Walking Moments 
 The human gait cycle has two cycles: the stance phase is the period when the foot is in contact 
with the ground, and the swing phase is the period when the foot is off the ground, as shown in Figure 2. 
The stance phase can then be broken down into four sub phases: loading response, midstance, terminal 
stance and pre-swing. The swing phase can also be broken down into three sub phases: initial swing, mid-
swing, and terminal swing [5].  
 
Figure 4 - Gait Cycle [5] 
 As a person goes through the gait cycle, they rotate their joints to specific angles and produce 
moments about the hip, knee, and ankle joints.  The average degree rotation can be shown in Figure 3 by 
the solid black line on the first row of graphs. The average moments generated while walking can be 
shown by the black line on the second row of graphs in Figure 3. For the knee, the maximum moment is 
0.4 Newton-meters per kilogram and the minimum and maximum joint angles are 10 and 60 degrees. For 
the ankle, the maximum moment is 1.4 Newton-meters per kilogram and the minimum and maximum 
joint angles are 0 in the plantar direction and 20 in the dorsi direction [6] 
12 
 
 
Figure 5 - Joint Moments [6] 
2.3 Walking Therapy 
 Currently walking therapy or gait training can be given to any individual that has lost 
their ability to safely get around. In order to participate in gait training the patient must be able to 
do physical activity and have joints strong enough to a handle the therapy [7]. 
2.3.1 Currently used Techniques in Walking Therapy 
 In the field today there are several different gain training techniques, but there are only a 
few common trainings. The most common forms of trainings are treadmill trainings and strength 
trainings. Treadmill trainings may include a harness depending on the patient's ability to keep 
balance. Strength trainings are more diverse than treadmill trainings, as many different exercises 
can be done. Some of the tasks patient can do are stepping over objects, lifting their legs, 
standing or sitting. Patients can also strengthen their legs through walking with the aid of parallel 
bars or a walker [7]. 
2.3.2 Benefits of Virtual Reality assisted Gait Training 
 Several studies have been implemented in recent years to see the impact of virtual reality 
systems into gait training therapies. The first report from Oxford Journals conducts a study to 
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show whether virtual reality gait training can improve motor learning for complex walking and 
reducing falling risks in patients with Parkinson’s disease [8]. The test that were performed 
compared the outcomes measured through normal walking, dual-task walking and physical 
object avoidance, and the outcome from the same tasks, but virtual objects. The results from the 
experiment determined that with the use of a virtual reality system, the patients were able to 
significantly improve walking speed, decreased variability during dual-task walking.  
 The second report from the American Stroke Association conducted a study to determine 
whether virtual reality systems coupled with a robotic gait training device is better than just 
utilizing the robotic device alone [9]. The tests compared the outcome from a test group using 
the robotic gait training device coupled with a virtual reality system and a test group only using 
the robotic gait training device. The results from the testing showed that the test group using the 
virtual reality had greater changes in velocity and distance walked than the group only using the 
robotic gait training device. From these two reports, it can be determined that patients using virtual 
reality exercises show better improvement than patients doing non-virtual reality exercises. 
2.4 Similar Therapeutic Technologies 
2.4.1 LOKOMAT 
 Lokomat is a robotic leg control device integrated with a treadmill to provide gait training 
designed by Hocoma. “The Lokomat is a driven gait orthosis that automates locomotion therapy 
on a treadmill and improves the efficiency of treadmill training. The Lokomat improves the 
therapy outcome by providing highly intensive, individualized training in a motivational 
environment of constant feedback” [10]. Lokmat uses electrical drives in the knee and hip joint 
cavities, and measures the force using four force transducers with amplifiers. Lokomat is 
adjustable to a variety of people with adjustments for femur length and pelvic width. Lokomat 
has a built-in lift that can fully support the weight of a patient up to 297.6 pounds, and a 
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treadmill that can operate between zero and ten kilometers per hour. The entire system takes up a 
space of 16 feet by 13 feet by 8 feet, and weighs approximately 2204 pounds [10].  
 
Figure 6 – Lokomat [11] 
2.4.2 Active Leg Exoskeleton (ALEX) 
 ALEX is a motorized orthosis that offers the user several degrees-of-freedom (DOF) 
from its support walker [12]. This system is adjustable at the hip, femur and shin to allow for 
multiple users. ALEX also only offers planar motion of the hip, knees, and ankles. The system 
can either be mobile or connected to a treadmill for therapeutic purposes. Using motors with 
built in encoders, ALEX is able to generate 50 Newton-meters (Nm) of torque about the knee 
and hip joints [12]. 
 
Figure 7 – ALEX [12] 
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2.4.3 LOPES 
 LOPES is another motorized orthosis that offers the user a wide range of degrees-of-
freedom to the user. “The device, called LOPES, combines a freely translatable and 2-D-actuated 
pelvis segment with a leg exoskeleton containing three actuated rotational joints: two at the hip 
and one at the knee” [13]. LOPES can provide 30 Nm of torque for hip abduction, 65 Nm for hip 
flexion, and 65 Nm for knee flexion. The system also generates 250 Newtons (N) of force of 
sideways motion of the hip, 200 N for forward and backward motions of the pelvis, and the up 
and down motions of the pelvis are weight compensated [13]. 
 
Figure 8 – LOPES [13] 
2.5 Current Technology in Motion Capture 
 Motion capture technology used today is mostly based on video capturing. The two most 
known forms of motion capture devices are the Xbox Kinect, and commercial motion capture 
devices. These devices use software to distinguish certain features out of an image and use the 
preceding images to map out the path of that feature. The benefits of using video capturing is that 
it is simple to set up and begin capturing any desired motion. However, these systems offer 
complications in detecting fast or complex motions and to remedy these problems, it requires 
multiple cameras and occasionally entire rooms. This is the reason for the large price difference 
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between the Xbox Kinect and commercial motion capture devices such as OptiTrack. The 
current price tag for an Xbox Kinect is $109.99 [14], while the price for an OptiTrack motion 
capture system is over $16,000 [15]. 
 
Figure 9 - Xbox Kinect [14] 
 
Figure 10 – OptiTrack [15] 
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Chapter 3: Methodology 
3.1 Goal Statement 
To design and develop a device to be used therapeutically in order to help re-learn 
walking motions, to strengthen muscles, or to assist in everyday life, as well as be capable of 
being used as part of cyber physical interface, e.g. virtual reality (VR) system to offer a source of 
physical input and feedback. 
3.2 Functional Requirements 
1. The system should be able to actuate the dorsiflexion 20° and plantarflexion 40° of user’s left 
and right ankles and the user’s left and right knees for 100 degrees. 
2. The muscles should provide minimum joint moments equal to 10% of the joint moments 
generated by an average sized adult walking. The walking joint moment generated is equal 
to, 
Equation 1 - Joint Moments from Walking Equation 
𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽 𝑀𝑀𝐽𝐽𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝐽𝐽𝑀𝑀 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝑊𝑊 =  𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽 𝑀𝑀𝐽𝐽𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽 𝑝𝑝𝑀𝑀𝑓𝑓 𝑊𝑊𝐽𝐽𝑊𝑊𝐽𝐽𝑊𝑊𝑓𝑓𝑊𝑊𝑀𝑀 ∗  𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀𝑓𝑓𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑀𝑀 𝑊𝑊𝑀𝑀𝐽𝐽𝑊𝑊ℎ𝐽𝐽 
Where the joint moment per kilogram was obtained through a report given to us by Professor 
Popovic, which focused on the study of walking mechanics. And the average weight of a 
United States citizen was found from a United States Coast Guard Report. 
Equation 2 - Joint Moments from Walking 
𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽 𝑀𝑀𝐽𝐽𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝐽𝐽𝑀𝑀 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝑊𝑊 =  (0.72 𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀/𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 )  ∗  (83.9𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊)  =  60.4𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀 
10% of the joint moment is approximately 6 Newton-Meters. 
3. The hydro-muscle system should be able to operate under therapeutic use continuously for up 
to five hours. Therapeutic use is defined by slow, low impact use of the hydro-muscle 
system. 
4. The muscles should be able to generate a force of at least 20 Newtons within 350 
milliseconds. 
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5. The mobile portion of the system should not add more weight percentage than the percentage 
of joint moments than the muscles are able to generate for the average adult. For example, if 
the muscles provide joint moments equal to 10% of walking moments, then the maximum 
weight should be 10% of the average person weight, making the mobile system a maximum 
of 8.4kg (18.5lb). 
3.3 Development of the Exoskeletal Structure 
3.3.1 Hydro-Muscle Placement 
We needed to first decide on how to place the muscles on the exo-skeletal structure. We 
wanted to design the system similarly to the human anatomy, so we needed to create a structure 
capable of handling antagonistic pairs of muscles. This is when each muscle actuates oppositely 
from their pair muscle, so as one contracts the other expands. 
3.3.2 Force Transfer Device Selection 
In order for us to begin designing an exo-skeletal structure, we needed to decide on how to 
manipulate the direction of the force from the hydro-muscles. 
3.3.2.1 Fourbar Linkage Method 
Our first option was a fourbar linkage. This linkage was advantageous because it could be 
customized to allow for the optimal input to output force and angle. To find the optimal linkage 
we wanted to first achieve the smallest degree input change to result in a 100 degree output 
change. We arrived at an input change of 48 degrees which results in a 103.5 degree change. 
This would allow for a maximum of 24 degrees from perpendicular and a minimum of 91.4% of 
the input force transferring to the first link of the linkage. Once the ratios of the links were 
achieved we calculated the ratio of the input force to the output force, which is also known as the 
mechanical advantage. 
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 Figure 11 - Picture of the Linkage in Linkages 
The mechanical advantage is the product of the ratio of link 2 and link 4 and the ratio of omega 2 
and omega 4, Equation 1. 
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Equation 3 - Mechanical Advantage Equation 
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀ℎ𝑊𝑊𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝑀𝑀𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑊𝑊𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑀𝑀 = � 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜
� ∗ �
𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝜔𝜔𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜
� 
The minimum values of omega 2 and omega 4 were obtained from the program Linkages 
designed by professor R. L. Norton, shown below in Figure 2. 
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 Figure 12 - Picture of Plots from Linkages 
        With the lengths from Figure 1 and the omega values from Figure 2, we plugged the 
numbers into the mechanical advantage equation and arrived at an advantage of 141.9%, with an 
angular velocity ratio of 2.04. With a force of 100 Newton applied at joint A at a maximum of 24 
degrees from perpendicular, the total force applied to the joint would be 91.4 Newton. This 
would result in 129.7 Newton at joint C. In order to get the torque about joints, the force applied 
is multiplied by the sine of the angle from perpendicular and the distance of the rotation joint, see 
Equation 2. 
Equation 4 - Torque Equation 
𝑇𝑇𝐽𝐽𝑓𝑓𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀 = 𝐹𝐹𝐽𝐽𝑓𝑓𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ∗ sin𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ∗ 𝐿𝐿𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝑊𝑊1 
Using the maximum angle of 24 degrees from perpendicular we multiply the initial input force of 
91.4 Newton by the length of link 1, which is 0.0508 meters. This provides a torque of 4.6 
Newton-meters about joint O2. Using the same equation to calculate the torque about joint O4, 
with a length of 0.0175 meters and a force of 129.7 Newton, we arrived at 2.3 Newton-meters. 
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Equation 5 - Complete Force In to Torque 
𝑇𝑇𝐽𝐽𝑓𝑓𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀 = 𝐹𝐹𝐽𝐽𝑓𝑓𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ∗ 𝑀𝑀.𝐴𝐴.∗ sin𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ∗ 𝐿𝐿𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝑊𝑊1 
Equation 3 allowed us to compute the amount of force we would need to generate to use the four 
bar linkage method. To generate 6 Newton-meters we would need our muscles to provide 266 
Newton of force. 
3.3.2.2 Pulley Method 
Our second option was a simple pulley. The pulley would re-direct the vector of the force 
without any manipulation to the magnitude of force being applied. The pulley would be 
connected to the knee joint of the system with an axle and a string or cable would be connected 
to the muscle, run through the pulley and attach to the lower leg. With this configuration, the 
only changeable factor for calculating the torque about the knee is the radius of the pulley, see 
Equation 4. The reason for this is due to the section of string that leaves the pulley and is 
connected to the lower leg, this section never changes in length and the string will always be 
tangential to the outer radius of the pulley. 
Equation 6 - Torque from Pulley 
𝑇𝑇𝐽𝐽𝑓𝑓𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀 = 𝐹𝐹𝐽𝐽𝑓𝑓𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ∗ 𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 
Using the same length as link 1 in the fourbar linkage, and 100 Newton force from the muscle, a 
torque of 5.1 Newton-meters is achieved. So to achieve 6 Newton-meters at the knee joints for a 
0.0508 meter pulley, a force of 119 Newton would need to be generated by the muscles. 
        The one issue with the pulley is that at one point the string connecting to the back thigh 
muscles will leave the pulley. At that point the forces being applied to the knee will change, and 
this will cause issues during motions. To remedy this the connection point for the rear muscles 
can be set at a 90 degree offset, not allowing the strings detach from the pulleys. 
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3.3.2.3 Chosen Method 
Between the two different methods, the pulley is the better option based on complexity 
and force-to-torque ratio. The pulley can be easily added into the design of the exo-skeletal legs, 
and there are no moving parts unlike with a linkage structure that could provide danger to the 
user. The pulley also requires less than half the amount of input force compared to the fourbar to 
produce 6 Newton-meters. And finally the fourbar linkage has a higher possibility for chance of 
failure/malfunction, when compared to the pulley, due to the increased complexity and number 
of parts. For these reasons we chose the pulley to transfer the force into torque about the knee. 
3.3.3 Leg Design 
        Now that we know how we wanted the muscles to be connected we needed to design a 
leg structure to be able to be worn by the user in parallel with their legs. 
3.3.3.1 Joint Decisions 
        To be able to read joint data from our device, we needed to figure out a way to attach 
potentiometers to the joints and read their data. The idea we decided on was to use VEX 
potentiometers. The reason for this was the simplicity to connect the sensors to axles. To 
properly use these sensors we needed to act as one section of the leg is ground that the sensor 
connects to and the other section rotates about the center of the sensor with the axle connected. 
We accomplished this by custom making a plate that the potentiometer could mount to, and then 
the plate could be mounted to one of leg sections - hip, knee, or ankle joint. One leg section will 
also need a square cut out and the other section will need a hole to be able to rotate the axle. A 
Solidworks image of the plate and potentiometer connected to the leg structure can be seen in 
Figure 3 shown below. 
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 Figure 13 - Potentiometer Connected to Knee Joint 
3.3.3.2 Material Selection 
        Now that we know we will need a square cut out some of the leg sections, it will limit our 
selection of materials. We need a material that will allow us to easily manufacture the legs, but 
will also be lightweight and strong enough to not break when experiencing forces from the 
muscles. With a limited budget, two final materials were chosen; the first material was acrylic 
and the second was aluminum. We decided to use acrylic only for the first part of the project, due 
to acrylic being less costly and lighter than aluminum, and the ability to cut complex parts on a 
laser cutter. Table 1 shows comparisons between acrylic and aluminum. 
Table 1 - Acrylic to Aluminum Table 
Material Density (lb./in3) Ultimate Strength (MPa) Cost (dollar/in3) 
Acrylic 0.042 70 0.21 
Aluminum 0.098 110 1.35 
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        After many test phases, we found that when the muscles are both depressurized and 
fighting each other, the stresses on the acrylic caused the acrylic to snap. In other cases, when 
significant enough outside forces were accidently applied to a non-load bearing member, this 
would also result in the snapping of the acrylic. So aluminum was used along with the acrylic to 
improve structural strength. After further testing the aluminum or acrylic show little to no signs 
of stress or yielding potential. 
3.3.3.3 Muscle Attachment 
        Next we needed to design a way to attach the hydro-muscles to the legs. Since the 
muscles will have tubing attached to one side, we attempted to use zip ties to secure the muscles 
due to their availability, low cost, and lightweight. Figure 4 shows the way we attached the 
muscles to the legs. 
 
Figure 14 - Muscle Connector Plate 
This picture shows the plate we designed for the tubing to simply be secured to it via zip ties 
through the through holes. 
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3.3.3.4 Leg Attachment 
        A way to connect the exo-legs to the user still needed to be decided. First we thought 
about using Velcro straps, but the straps did not come in appropriate sizes and were often way 
too large to use for the user’s shins and ankles. Our next decision was to use nylon straps and 
plastic buckles. We were able to purchase 25 yards of one inch nylon straps and 25 side release 
plastic buckles; this allowed us to make up to 25 attachments to the body and all of them to have 
adjustable length. Each strap was measured and attached with a bolt to the leg. 
3.3.3.5 String or Cable Choice 
        We had two different options for connecting the muscles to the leg; we could use either 
metal cables or nylon string. The metal cables would not expand or have any risk of breaking, 
but they are expensive, heavy and would be difficult to attach to the muscles and legs. The nylon 
string on the other hand is the opposite of the metal cables, as they have a high risk of breaking 
and will stretch to a point under tension. They also are low cost, light and are relatively easy to 
attach to the legs and muscles. 
        After extensive testing with the nylon strings, we found that once the string is tensioned 
to the maximum point the system can supply, the string will no longer change lengths. The 
strings could then be pre-stretched before attaching to the leg from the muscle or some type of 
tensioner could be used to adjust how much string is between the muscle and the leg. Pre-
stretching the strings would make the manufacturing process too long and if the string was not 
fully stretch then it would need to be re-tied. We then figured out that using the bolts and nylon 
nuts we had, we could attach the string to them and by wrapping the string around the bolt we 
could create a tensioner for the strings. This technique is analogous to that of the guitar string 
tuner at the need of the neck of a guitar. The nut and the head of bolt provided enough friction 
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that the moment the string created about the bolt was not enough to rotate it, but a screw driver 
could easily be used to adjust the length of the string. 
        Now that the string can be adjustable with the tensioners, there is still an issue when the 
muscles are fully extended and the joint is bent in one direction. This will cause the string to lose 
all tension and the excess length could get caught on something, come out of the pulley track or 
cause other complications. To remedy this compression springs were added to the opposite end 
of the strings of that of the tensioner so the strings would remain taught at any position of the leg 
or muscles. The strings are also tied with a nut on them to allow the muscles to expand without 
grabbing the string, but when the muscles contract the plate will contact the nut and begin to pull 
the string. Figure 5 shows the configuration of the muscles, the strings and the springs. 
 
Figure 15 - String and Spring Assembly 
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3.3.3.6 Adjustable Height Option 
        We wanted to make the legs length adjustable so multiple users could utilize our system. 
To accomplish this we used a simple slot design to allow for any small adjustments. The way the 
slots are held in place is with bolts and nylon nuts. The compression between the connecting 
parts creates enough friction that no slipping can occur, but adjustment is simple and easy. 
3.3.3.7 Leg Structure Summary 
        Taking all of these different factors into account, we designed a leg to be worn in parallel 
with the user and allow the muscles to be attached. The leg uses two layers of acrylic separated 
by the thickness of the pulley that is integrated into the knee. The attachment point for the front 
thigh muscles are in line with the lower leg, and the attachment point for the back thigh muscles 
are 90 degrees from the lower leg, in the direction of the user’s knee cap. The ankle muscles are 
directly connected to the foot of the exo-legs. Figure 6 shows the Solidworks model of one leg. 
 
Figure 16 - Solidworks Leg Model 
3.4 Development of the Hydro-Muscles 
        In order to figure out the proper size of the Hydro-Muscles, a force and strain equation 
was required, and one was provided by the graduate students of Popovic labs. 
3.4.1 Computing Correct Muscle Size 
        The physics behind hydro-muscles is the muscles expand due to the pressure forces until 
the elastic force of the latex tubing creates equilibrium, these equations are shown in Equation 5 
and Equation 6. Table 2 shows the symbol representation for Equation 5 and Equation 6. To 
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reduce radial expansion of the tubing and encourage elongation, sheathing is used to limit the 
maximum diameter of radial expansion. 
Equation 7 - Hydro-Muscle Force 
𝐹𝐹(𝑝𝑝, 𝜀𝜀) = 𝑝𝑝[𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 − 𝑀𝑀(𝜀𝜀) ∗ 𝐴𝐴𝑤𝑤0] − 𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 ∗ 𝑀𝑀(𝜀𝜀) ∗ 𝐴𝐴𝑤𝑤0 ∗ 𝜀𝜀 
Equation 8 - Latex Wall Area Shrinkage Factor 
𝑀𝑀(𝜀𝜀) = [1 − (1 + 𝜀𝜀)−0.5]2 
 
Table 2 - Symbol Relationship Table 
Symbol Representation 
F(p,ε) Force Generated From the Muscle 
p Pressure Inside Tube 
AM Outer Maximal Diameter at Full Pressure 
c(ε) Latex Tube Wall Area Shrinkage Factor 
Aw0 Relaxed Wall Area of Latex Tube 
ERW Young Modulus of Latex Tube 
ε Strain on Latex Tube 
Knowing the force required to generate 6 Newton-meters about the knee, we can iterate 
to find the necessary inner and outer dimensions of the latex, and the maximum pressure to 
generate 119 Newton of force. The first step to iterating through the equations is determining 
what tubing is available, and to get this we went to McMaster-Carr and got a list of latex tubing 
sizes. The next step is to determine what caused the greatest linear expansion. The factor that 
caused the greatest change in expansion was the thickness of the relaxed latex wall; the thinner 
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the wall is, the greater the strain is on the tubing. Now that we limited our list down we could 
find which inside diameter we needed. The larger the inside diameter, the more force the muscle 
could generate. We also needed to select a psi, we decided on 40 pounds per square inch (psi), 
because at this low pressure the muscles have a lower chance of leaking and shorter time to 
pressurize. There was also room to increase in pressure if we need more force. 
        For the final muscles we decided on an inside diameter of 0.875 inches, and outside 
diameter of 1.125 inches. At 40 psi these muscles have a strain of 1.98 and expand roughly twice 
their relaxed length and generate about 119 Newton of force. With using a two inch radius 
pulley, the amount of length change for the muscles need to be 3.5 inches, since the string needs 
to rest on the outer diameter of the pulley when the pulley is rotated to 100 degrees, see Equation 
7. 
Equation 9 - Required Length Change 
∆𝐿𝐿 = 2 ∗ 𝜋𝜋 ∗ 𝑓𝑓𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 ∗ �∆𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀𝑊𝑊360 � 
The initial length of the muscles should be 3.6 inches to result in a change in length of 3.528 
inches. Similarly with the ankle muscles, the ankle joint acts as a pulley with a radius of 3.5 
inches. With a 60 degree change in angle, the muscles need to expand 3.67 inches. This requires 
an initial length of 3.8 inches for the ankle muscles. 
        Applying the forces generated by the muscles to the torque equations, we generate 6.05 
Newton-meters about the knees and 10.6 Newton-meters about the ankles. We felt that the ankle 
moments provided enough of a safety overshoot, however the knee moments did not provide 
enough overshoot. So we used two muscles in parallel to produce double the moment about the 
knee. 
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3.4.2 Muscle Sheathing 
        For our first attempt at making the muscles was recommended by the graduate students of 
Popovic Labs, so we used fine threaded nylon fabric and nylon webbed tubing. The nylon 
webbed tubing prevented radial expansion of the latex, while the fine threaded nylon fabric 
reduced friction between the webbing and the latex. After several tests were done with this 
configuration, we found that the expansion of the muscles were not consistent between tests or 
with the results from the equations. The muscles also did not uniformly expand which caused the 
muscles to bend during pressurization. 
        We decided to look into the sheathing materials and found that the fine threaded nylon 
fabric was causing a lot of friction with the latex tubing. Therefore, we removed the nylon fabric 
and left the nylon webbed tubing. With repeated testing done with this new configuration, we 
found that the muscles consistently expanded to the desired length and agreed with the results 
from the equations. The muscles also uniformly expanded and did not bend during 
pressurization. We settled on this configuration of the muscles, as it performed how we desired 
and with less materials. 
3.5 Development of the Hydraulic System 
        The next phase of the project was developing a system to supply and control water 
pressure to all of the muscles. 
3.5.1 Pressure Control Options 
        To begin designing the hydraulic system we needed to first decide on which method of 
pressure control would be used. The two options we had was solenoid valves or diverter valves 
controlled by servo motors. 
3.5.1.1 Solenoid Valves 
        Our first option is to use solenoid valves to control the pressure in the muscles. In order 
to use solenoids, we would have to use two solenoids for each muscle to either let pressure in or 
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let pressure out. Most solenoid valves are expensive and heavy, and since low weight is an 
objective plastic solenoid valves had to be found. Several low cost and low weight plastic 
solenoid valves were found, which cost $6.95 and weighed 4.30 ounces [16]. The issues with 
these solenoids is that the necessary amount of sixteen of them would weigh 4.3 pounds, cost 
$111.20, and their response time would not allow us to accomplish one of our tasks. The 
solenoid took 150 milliseconds to open and 300 milliseconds to close [16]. This would not allow 
us to reach our goal of 20 Newtons generated in 350 milliseconds. The last issue with the 
solenoids is the ability to reach any desired pressure within a reasonable time frame. The 
solenoids can cycle open and close in 450 milliseconds, and that does not allow a slow pressure 
drop. 
3.5.1.2 Diverter Valves and Servos 
        The second option was to use a diverter valve and attach a servo to the valve handle. The 
diverter valves we found have three states: the muscles pressurize, the muscles are stable, and the 
muscles are de-pressurizing. The valve can also control the amount of flow to or from the 
muscles, so the valve can allow for a slow or a quick release. These diverter valves are $10.79 
from US Plastics and weighed 0.8 ounces [17]. 
The servo we decided on needed to be able to open the valve within 350 milliseconds, 
since this would allow the muscles to generate 20 Newton in 350 milliseconds. From testing, the 
amount of torque needed to turn the diverter valve handle is 17 ounce-inches. So to determine 
the amount of time a servo will turn the valve, we needed to map the speed to load graph and 
from that we know what speed the servo will turn. We looked into Hitec HS-422 servos, the 
servo has a stall torque of 57 ounce-inches, rotate 60 degrees in 160 milliseconds and can rotate 
90 degrees in 343 milliseconds under a 17 ounce-inch load, and only cost $9.99 [18]. However, 
we were not able to purchase any HS-422 servos due to a manufacturing issue with Hitec, and no 
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servos were going to be available until the end of April. We had to look into other options, and 
we found the Hitec HS-311 servo. The HS-311 has a stall torque of 51 ounce-inches, rotate 60 
degrees in 150 milliseconds and can rotate 90 degrees in 338 milliseconds under a 17 ounce-inch 
load, and these servos only cost $7.99 [19]. The HS-311 servo also weighed 1.5 ounces. 
Equation 8 shows the load to speed relationship. 
Equation 10 - Load to Speed Equation 
𝑆𝑆𝑝𝑝𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝐴𝐴
𝐷𝐷𝑀𝑀𝑊𝑊𝑓𝑓𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀
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The total cost for one muscle is $18.78 and weighed 2.3 ounces for a total cost of $150.24 and a 
total weight of 1.15 pounds. 
3.5.1.3 Pressure Control Decision 
        Between the two options, the solenoids are less expensive than the diverter valves, but 
require twice as many solenoids and weight four time more than the diverter valves and servos. 
The solenoids also require relay switches for each valve, where the servos can be controlled 
directly from an Arduino. The solenoid valves also have no way of fine pressure control unlike 
the diverter valves. For these reasons, the diverter valves and servos were chosen for use because 
the solenoid’s lower cost does not outbalance the significantly greater weight and less function 
capability. 
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 Figure 17 - Servos connected to Diverter Valves 
3.5.1.4 Arduino Microcontroller 
 In order to read 8 pressure sensors, 6 vex potentiometers and control 8 servo motors with 
pulse width modulation (PWM) we needed to use an Arduino Mega 2560. The ATmega2560 
microcontroller chip has 16 analog input pins, and 15 digital pins with PWM output [20]. 
Utilizing the Arduino Mega 2560, we will have enough input and output pins to satisfy all the 
needs of our system. 
3.5.2 Pressure Sensors 
        In order to read the pressure inside the system we needed to use pressure sensors to input 
data into the Arduino. 
3.5.2.1 Digi-Key 480-5544-ND Pressure Sensor 
        We initially wanted to pressurize our system up to 100 Psi, so we needed some safety 
factor in case the pressure went above 100 Psi. Talking to several students in the lab about the 
sensors they used on their projects, we discovered sensors on Digi-Key that we thought would fit 
our needs. We found a 150 Psi gauge sensor made by Honeywell, Digi-Key part number 480-
5544-ND, for $14.61 each if ten of them were purchased. The sensors required a supply voltage 
between 1.8 and 12 volts and output 0 to 130 millivolts with a 5 volt supply with an accuracy of 
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±0.25% [21]. To allow this sensor to be readable by the Arduino we needed to use a differential 
amplifier circuit to amplify the output voltage from 130 millivolts to 5 volts. This sensor comes 
with a 0.11 inch barb, so to connect the sensor to our system we needed a 0.125 inch barb to 0.25 
inch thread and connected the two with a 0.125 inch inner diameter tube. 
        Once wires were attached to the inputs and outputs of the sensors we began setting up the 
differential amplifier and calibrating our sensors. At first the sensor data was outputting correctly 
and the calibration process went smoothly, but after a little while the sensor stopped outputting 
reasonable data and the output voltage would fluctuate wildly. We thought this might have had 
something to do with the way we soldered the wires onto the sensor, so we tested a few other 
sensors and they all did the same thing. We looked into the problem and the sensors that we 
bought were not coated with a gel coating to prevent damage from harsh materials such as water, 
so we needed to go with a different sensor. 
3.5.2.2 Digi-Key MPX5700GP-ND Pressure Sensor 
        The next pressure sensor we looked into was a 101.5 Psi gauge pressure sensor made by 
Freescale Semiconductor - NXP, Digi-Key part number MPX5700GP-ND. These sensors cost 
$15.20 each if ten of them were purchased. The sensors supply voltage was between 4.75 and 
5.25 volts and outputted between 0.2 and 4.7 volts with an accuracy of ±2.5% [22]. The output 
from this pressure sensor could be directly sent to the Arduino with no amplification, which 
simplified our necessary circuitry. The sensor also is a barb style with a 0.19 inch barb which 
could replace the old configuration without any significant stress to the tubing. The sensor also 
came with the protective gel coating that we originally needed and has been reported to have 
worked with water setups in the past. 
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        We connected the three necessary wires to the sensor and began testing and calibrating 
the sensors. Unlike the previous sensors, all of these sensors worked throughout the entire testing 
phase. The values for each sensor was consistent and all of the sensors were similar enough that 
the same calibration factor was used for each one. The output of the sensor and the resolution of 
the Arduino allowed us to read the pressure within 0.1 Psi accuracy. Also, at this stage of the 
project we decided not to go up to 100 Psi, so the 101.5 Psi was enough of a safety factor for our 
purpose. 
3.5.3 Tubing and Piping 
        To connect all the separate component together, we needed to decide on a size and 
purchase fittings and tubes. 0.25 inch was decided on since 0.25 inch fitting had the most 
options, and we wanted to keep the tubing small to keep the weight and profile down. 
3.5.4 Assembly and Mounting of Backpack 
        The valves were attached to an acrylic sheet with zip ties, and the servos were attached to 
an acrylic sheet with custom made brackets to clamp the servos in place. Once all of the diverter 
valves were mounted with the servos, the input tee valves and hoses were connected to the input 
side of the diverter valves. The muscle side of the diverter valve had a tee connected to them, 
where one side was connected to the muscles, and the other held the pressure sensor. The outlet 
sides of the diverter valves were condensed down to one output valve with tee valves. See Figure 
7 for a simplified layout of the valves. 
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 Figure 18 - Simplified Layout of Valves 
3.5.5 Pump 
        While researching pump capabilities, based on the decision that we wanted a small pump 
to be able to generate up to 100 psi, we discovered a 12 volt 100 psi pump made by a Chinese 
based company, part number SKUOD112789. The pump has a flow rate of 4 Liters per minute, a 
suction height of less than two feet, over 150 feet of head and weighed 1.3 pounds. This pump 
has an amp draw of 3.0 Amps, for a total of 36 watts. The pump can be purchased between $15 
and $30 dollars depending on the seller. 
        To control the pump we used an Arduino relay shield we obtained from Popovic Labs, 
and by applying voltage to a specific pin on the Arduino we could open or close the connection. 
This allowed the input pressure control to be easily done with one Arduino. 
3.5.6 Assembly and Design of Mobile Cart 
        In order to make the pump and water mobile, we had to design a cart that could be easily 
pulled and had space to mount the pump and water jug. For the wheels of the cart we used a 
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small cart base and laser cut a plate to lock into place on the cart. We then used a separate piece 
of acrylic to make a holder for the water jug. The cart was also used to ground all of the wire 
running to the system and house the Arduino. 
 
Figure 19 - Mobile Cart 
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3.5.7 Summary of Hydraulic System 
 
Figure 20 - Simplified Schematic Diagram of Hydraulic System 
 Figure 11 shows the simplified layout of the hydraulic system. The pump pressurizes the 
water to the inputs of the diverter valves, which are controlled by the servos. The pressure 
sensors connected to the muscles sense the pressure inside the muscles, which the Arduino uses 
to determine the position of the servos. The outflow for the diverter valves drain back to the 
reservoir. This schematic was repeated four times to account for all eight muscle groups. 
3.6 Coding the System 
        For the system to work we decided to separate two functions with two different Arduinos, 
one Arduino purely dealt with the input pump and making sure the input line stayed up to 
pressure, while the other Arduino controlled the servos and managed the pressure inside the 
muscles. 
3.6.1 Pump Control 
        For the pump control, we had an Arduino with a relay shield reading the pressure from 
the input line. When the pressure dipped below a preset pressure the pump ran a loop that set a 
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digital pin to high until the maximum preset pressure was reached. The biggest reason for the 
separation of the two functions was to allow the Arduino to enter a loop and only leave the loop 
once the pressure was reached. If this was done with one board then the servo functions would 
not be able to execute while the pump was charging. This setup worked well in the testing 
phases, because while we were working out bugs in the servos, the pumps code never needed to 
be changed or altered. See Appendix B: Pump Control Code for the full code. 
3.6.2 Hydraulic System Control 
        When we first began to code the hydraulic system, we made a decision to only look to 
control the pressure inside of the muscles, which corresponds to length and force output. We 
used proportional, integral and differential (PID) control to set the desired position of each servo. 
Depending on the pressure in the system and the desired pressure, the PID would compute where 
the servo needed to turn in order to reach the desired pressure. Through many tests and 
optimization of the tuning parameters, we settled on a proportional gain of 2, an integral gain of 
0 and a differential gain of 1. The servo’s response time was fast enough, and there was very 
little to no overshoot in most situations. 
        With our pressure control we next wanted to use the muscles to control the location of the 
user's knee joint. We first determined which muscle needed to exert force, then depending 
whether the angle of the joint is greater or less than the desired joint angle, the muscle will 
pressurize or depressurize until the desired joint angle is achieved. For future iterations of this 
project, it would be important to map muscle pressure to length, force and joint output. This 
would allow for optimal control of the user’s legs. See Appendix C: Hydraulic Control Code for 
the full code. 
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Chapter 4: Results and Discussion 
4.1 Knee Joint and Muscles 
        In order for us to record the final results from our muscles we needed to create a way to 
measure the forces being exerted by the muscles. The test we performed occurred while the 
system was attached to a custom built stand, for storage and testing purposes, and a crane scale 
was rigidly attached to the bottom of the stand. The system attached to the stand can be seen in 
Figure 21. We then connected the crane scale to the leg 16.75 inches (0.425 meters) away from 
the knee joint when the muscle was fully pressurized. When the muscle was then depressurized, 
we read a force of 5.9 pounds (26.24 Newton) from the crane scale. Therefore the muscles 
generated a torque of 11.17 Newton-meters about the knee joint, which is roughly 17.5% of 
human walking moments about the knee. Backtracking, we found the muscles were exerting 220 
Newton of force on the knee. 
Next, using the total force generated by the muscles, and measuring the amount of time it 
takes for the muscles to fully depressurize we could figure out the response time of the muscles. 
After taking an average time to reach zero pressure we arrived at 3.12 seconds. Taking the total 
newton force and dividing by the time it takes to depressurize, we came to 24.66 Newton of 
force are generated in 350 milliseconds. 
        The user’s knees are also capable of move from 0 to 100 degrees with no issues while the 
muscles are pressurized. The system is capable to reach further extension if it is desired, but new 
longer muscles would have to be made to allow for further extension. 
4.2 Ankle Joint and Muscles 
        Using knowledge from the thigh muscles we were able to calculate how much force the 
ankle muscles were able to generate. Since the thigh muscles were double the ankle muscle, the 
ankle muscle should generate 110 Newton. Applying this force to the tensioner which is placed 
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3.5 inches (0.089 meters) from the joint, we arrive at a torque of 9.78 Newton-meters about the 
Ankle. This is approximately 10.9% of human walking moments about the knee. 
        We also recorded the time it took for the ankle muscles to fully depressurize, and after 
averaging our tests we arrived at 1.3 seconds. Taking the Newton and dividing by the 
depressurize time, the muscles generate 29.59 Newton in 350 milliseconds. 
        The user’s ankles are also capable of moving in the dorsiflexion direction 20 degrees, and 
in the plantarflexion direction 40 degrees. Similarly to the knee joints, the ankles have the ability 
to rotate more, but new muscles will have to be made to accommodate. 
4.3 System Weight and Capabilities 
        To measure the system’s weight we weighed each section individually without water and 
accounted for the water separately. Table 3 shows the weight for all the different sections. 
Table 3 - Table of Components’ Weights 
Component Backpack Each Leg Water Total 
Weight 6.5 pounds 5.25 pounds 3.1 pounds 20.1 pounds 
The total weight of the system is 11.1% of the average adult's weight with the backpack on the 
user, and 7.5% of the average adult’s weight without the backpack. Since the moments about a 
person’s joints are measured in Newton-meters per kilogram, we are adding 11.1% to 7.5% 
walking difficulty to the user. However, since our system generates an average of 14.2% walking 
moments for the user, the system is increasing the user’s joint moments by 3.1% to 6.7%. This 
means that the system is not an impairment to the user and can lift more than its own weight. 
        The system can also run continuously for over five hours in slow therapeutic use. This 
was tested at the Cambridge Science Festival, where the system was demoing for over five 
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hours. The system was also worn continuously for nine hours, and was found to be comfortable 
and did not cause any issues during extended use. 
 
Figure 21 - Completed Exoskeleton and Control System 
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4.4 Game Interaction Capability 
        By incorporating potentiometers into the knee joints of our system, and connecting them 
to the Arduino, a computer that is connected to the Arduino can obtain the potentiometer data 
and utilize it however they need. Whether it be to mimic the user’s motions inside a virtual 
reality environment or to allow the user to interact with objects inside an environment. Due to 
our team’s lack of background in creating game environments and simulations, we were not able 
to demonstrate this feature. However, several software have a plugin to enable communication 
with an Arduino board and allow data to be utilized in the gaming environment. These software 
include, but are not limited to, MATLAB and Unreal Engine. 
Chapter 5: Conclusions and Recommendations 
 Throughout this project we found several tasks that could be done to improve the 
performance and quality of the system. We were not able to complete most of these tasks due to 
budget and time restraints, but we as a team recommend that a future team can attempt some of 
these tasks.  
For recommendation of the exoskeleton legs, muscles could be added to control the hip 
joints. In order to properly do walking therapy, hip action needs to be implemented into the 
system. On a similar note, extra muscles and a more complex ankle structure can be used to 
simulate ball joint ankle movement. We also feel that more complex mechanisms can increase 
the linear force to torque ratio or can amplify the force output from the muscles. The legs should 
also be converted from acrylic to aluminum to allow for greater forces to be exerted on the 
system. The current setup can withstand the force loads from the muscles, but with greater 
forces, structural integrity will become an issue. 
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For recommendations of the hydraulic system, reducing the weight of the hydraulic 
system would allow for greater performance of the system and to allow for the backpack to 
house water and the pump, which would result in a more mobile device. This could be done by 
custom designing the diverter valves, they could be 3D printed to withstand high pressures, have 
one inlet and outlet tube, be easily mountable by a servo and can be connected in series to reduce 
space increase the amount of muscles that can be controlled.  
For recommendations of the overall system, the utilization of different fluids and creating 
a control system for the pressurization bladder we used. The utilization of different fluids would 
allow for a potentially lighter system. Control of the bladder would allow the system to charge 
much quicker. During testing, the bladder quickly charged the muscles, but took time to fill back 
up slowing down the system. If the bladder was able to be closed and open depending on need, 
the system could charge much quicker. It is also recommended that a simulation environment be 
created to show the full capability of the physical-to-virtual aspect of the system. 
This system is an overall effective, low cost solution to potentially rehabilitate people 
who have experienced some function loss or deterioration in their muscles. Through future work 
and solutions to several of the recommendations, this system has the potential to become fully 
mobile and be assistive in daily activities. 
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Appendix B: Pump Control Code 
int analogPin = A0;      
 
double val = 0; // Psi value of Sensor 
double ogval = 0; // Arduino value of Sensor 
double servoval = 0; //temp value set so that there is no way for them to = at start 
double setvalmin = 45; //min psi 
double setvalmax = 50; //max Psi 
float conversionslope = 0.1; //The slope of the conversion 
double conversionoffset = 5; //The y offset of the conversion 
 
void setup() { 
 Serial.begin(9600); 
 pinMode(7,OUTPUT); 
} 
 
void loop() { 
 val = 0; 
 for(int j=0; j < 100; j++){ 
  val = val + analogRead(analogPin); //read the voltage of input pin 
 } 
 val = val/100; 
 ogval = val; 
 val = ((conversionslope*val)-conversionoffset); 
 Serial.print("Val = "); 
 Serial.println(val); 
 if(val<setvalmin){ 
  while(val<setvalmax){ 
   val = 0; 
   for(int j=0; j < 100; j++){ 
    val = val + analogRead(analogPin); //read the voltage of input pin 
   } 
   val = val/100; 
   val = ((conversionslope*val)-conversionoffset); 
   Serial.print("Val = "); 
   Serial.println(val); 
   digitalWrite(7, HIGH); 
  } 
 }else{ 
  digitalWrite(7, LOW); 
 } 
} 
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Appendix C: Hydraulic Control Code 
#include <PID_v1.h> 
#include <Servo.h> 
 
//muscle 0 is left back ankle 
//muscle 1 is right back ankle 
//muscle 2 is left front thigh 
//muscle 3 is right front thigh 
//muscle 4 is left front ankle 
//muscle 5 is right front ankle 
//muscle 6 is left back thigh 
//muscle 7 is right back thigh 
 
int sensorPin[8] = {A0,A1,A2,A3,A4,A5,A6,A7}; //Analog Pin for sensors 
Servo servo0, servo1, servo2, servo3, servo4, servo5, servo6, servo7; //Define Servos 
double PSIPressure[8]; //PSI pressure variables 
double ArduinoPressure[8]; //Pressure in Arduino value range 
int potpin[6] = {A8,A9,A10,A11,A12,A13}; //Pins on the Potentiometers 
double servoValue[8] = {90,90,90,90,90,90,90,90}; //Define and set values for the servos 
double setPSIPressure[8] = {40,40,40,40,40,40,40,40}; //The desired PSI value 
double setArduinoPressure[8]; //The desired PSI value 
double ArduinoPotData[6]; 
double DegreePotData[6]; 
boolean servodone[8] = {false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false}; 
 
int buttonPressed = 0; 
 
double Kp = 2, Ki = 0, Kd = 1; //The P, I and D tuner variables 
float conversionslope = 0.1; //The slope of the conversion 
double conversionoffset = 5; //The y offset of the conversion 
float potconversionslope[6] = {0.2012, -0.267, 0.294, -0.2252, -0.151, 0.2727}; //The slope of the 
conversion 
double potconversionoffset[6] = {-88, 137, -181, 35, 0, -136.36}; //The y offset of the conversion 
int PSIError = 2; //The range that the Muscle Pressure is good within 
 
PID PID0(&ArduinoPressure[0], &servoValue[0], &setArduinoPressure[0], Kp, Ki, Kd, DIRECT); 
PID PID1(&ArduinoPressure[1], &servoValue[1], &setArduinoPressure[1], Kp, Ki, Kd, REVERSE); 
PID PID2(&ArduinoPressure[2], &servoValue[2], &setArduinoPressure[2], Kp, Ki, Kd, DIRECT); 
PID PID3(&ArduinoPressure[3], &servoValue[3], &setArduinoPressure[3], Kp, Ki, Kd, REVERSE); 
PID PID4(&ArduinoPressure[4], &servoValue[4], &setArduinoPressure[4], Kp, Ki, Kd, DIRECT); 
PID PID5(&ArduinoPressure[5], &servoValue[5], &setArduinoPressure[5], Kp, Ki, Kd, REVERSE); 
PID PID6(&ArduinoPressure[6], &servoValue[6], &setArduinoPressure[6], Kp, Ki, Kd, DIRECT); 
PID PID7(&ArduinoPressure[7], &servoValue[7], &setArduinoPressure[7], Kp, Ki, Kd, REVERSE); 
 
void setup() { 
 Serial.begin(9600); //Starts serial print 
servo0.attach(13); 
servo1.attach(2); 
servo2.attach(11); 
servo3.attach(10); 
servo4.attach(9); 
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servo5.attach(8); 
servo6.attach(6); 
servo7.attach(5); 
//Sets the position of all the servos 
pinMode(30, INPUT); 
writeToServos(); 
for(int i=0; i<8; i++){ 
setArduinoPressure[i] = PSIArduino(setPSIPressure[i]);  
//Converts all the set PSI values to arduino values 
} 
//Sets all the PID modes to AUTOMATIC and to output Servo values 
PID0.SetMode(AUTOMATIC); 
PID1.SetMode(AUTOMATIC); 
PID2.SetMode(AUTOMATIC); 
PID3.SetMode(AUTOMATIC); 
PID4.SetMode(AUTOMATIC); 
PID5.SetMode(AUTOMATIC); 
PID6.SetMode(AUTOMATIC); 
PID7.SetMode(AUTOMATIC); 
PID0.SetOutputLimits(0, 180); 
PID1.SetOutputLimits(0, 180); 
PID2.SetOutputLimits(0, 180); 
PID3.SetOutputLimits(0, 180); 
PID4.SetOutputLimits(0, 180); 
PID5.SetOutputLimits(0, 180); 
PID6.SetOutputLimits(0, 180); 
PID7.SetOutputLimits(0, 180); 
} 
void loop() { 
if(true){ 
Serial.println(“right knee to -70”); 
acctuateKneeJoint(3,7,3,-70);//left knee to -70 
Serial.println(“right ankle to 20”); 
acctuateAnkleJoint(1,1,5,20);//left ankle to 20 
Serial.println(“right ankle to 20”); 
acctuateAnkleJoint(1,1,5,-25);//left ankle to 20 
Serial.println(“right ankle to 20”); 
acctuateAnkleJoint(1,1,5,20);//left ankle to 20 
Serial.println(“right ankle to 20”); 
acctuateAnkleJoint(1,1,5,-25);//left ankle to 20 
Serial.println(“right ankle to 20”); 
acctuateAnkleJoint(1,1,5,20);//left ankle to 20 
Serial.println(“right ankle to 20”); 
acctuateAnkleJoint(1,1,5,-25);//left ankle to 20 
Serial.println(“right knee to -70”); 
acctuateKneeJoint(3,7,3,0);//left knee to -70 
} else{  
setAllPressures(40); 
determinePressures(); 
runPIDs(); 
writeToServos(); 
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readAllPots(); 
printPots(); 
} 
} 
 
void setPressure(int muscle, double pressure){ 
setPSIPressure[muscle] = pressure; 
setArduinoPressure[muscle] = PSIArduino(setPSIPressure[muscle]); 
} 
 
void setAllPressures(double pressure){ 
for(int i=0; i<8; i++){ 
setPSIPressure[i] = pressure; 
setArduinoPressure[i] = PSIArduino(setPSIPressure[i]); 
} 
} 
 
void setAllExceptOne(int muscle, double pressure1, double pressurerest){ 
for(int i=0; i<8; i++){ 
setPressure(i, pressurerest); 
} 
setPressure(muscle, pressure1); 
} 
void runPIDs(){ 
ComputePID0(); 
ComputePID1(); 
ComputePID2(); 
ComputePID3(); 
ComputePID4(); 
ComputePID5(); 
ComputePID6(); 
ComputePID7(); 
} 
 
void writeToServos(){ 
servo0.write(servoValue[0]); 
servo1.write(servoValue[1]); 
servo2.write(servoValue[2]); 
servo3.write(servoValue[3]); 
servo4.write(servoValue[4]); 
servo5.write(servoValue[5]); 
servo6.write(servoValue[6]); 
servo7.write(servoValue[7]); 
} 
void DetachServos(){ 
servo0.detach(); 
servo1.detach(); 
servo2.detach(); 
servo3.detach(); 
servo4.detach(); 
servo5.detach(); 
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servo6.detach(); 
servo7.detach(); 
} 
 
void printPressures(){ 
Serial.print(PSIPressure[0]); 
Serial.print(", "); 
Serial.print(PSIPressure[1]); 
Serial.print(", "); 
Serial.print(PSIPressure[2]); 
Serial.print(", "); 
Serial.print(PSIPressure[3]); 
Serial.print(", "); 
Serial.print(PSIPressure[4]); 
Serial.print(", "); 
Serial.print(PSIPressure[5]); 
Serial.print(", "); 
Serial.print(PSIPressure[6]); 
Serial.print(", "); 
Serial.println(PSIPressure[7]); 
} 
 
void printPots(){ 
Serial.print(DegreePotData[0]); 
Serial.print(", "); 
Serial.print(DegreePotData[1]); 
Serial.print(", "); 
Serial.print(DegreePotData[2]); 
Serial.print(", "); 
Serial.println(DegreePotData[3]); 
} 
 
void readAllPots(){ 
for(int k=0;k<6;k++){ 
readPot(k); 
} 
} 
 
void readPot(int pot){ 
ArduinoPotData[pot] = analogRead(potpin[pot]); 
DegreePotData[pot] = potconversionslope[pot]*ArduinoPotData[pot]+potconversionoffset[pot]; 
} 
 
void determinePressures(){ 
for(int i=0; i<8; i++){  
ArduinoPressure[i] = 0; //Sets all of the inital pressures to zero 
} 
for(int j=0; j < 100; j++){  
for(int i=0; i<8; i++){ 
ArduinoPressure[i] = ArduinoPressure[i] + analogRead(sensorPin[i]);  
//Adds 100 pressure reads together 
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} 
} 
for(int i=0; i<8; i++){  
ArduinoPressure[i] = ArduinoPressure[i]/100; //Averages the 100 reads together 
PSIPressure[i] = ArduinoPSI(ArduinoPressure[i]); //Converts the pressure into PSI and sets 
values 
} 
} 
 
void ComputePID0(){ 
int n = 0; 
if(isInError(PSIPressure[n], setPSIPressure[n])){ 
if(servodone[n]){ 
servo0.detach(); 
} 
servoValue[n] = 90; 
servodone[n] = true; 
 }else{ 
servodone[n] = false; 
servo0.attach(13); 
PID0.Compute(); 
} 
} 
 
void ComputePID1(){ 
int n = 1; 
if(isInError(PSIPressure[n], setPSIPressure[n])){ 
if(servodone[n]){ 
servo1.detach(); 
} 
servoValue[n] = 90; 
servodone[n] = true; 
}else{ 
servodone[n] = false; 
servo1.attach(2); 
PID1.Compute(); 
} 
} 
 
void ComputePID2(){ 
int n = 2; 
if(isInError(PSIPressure[n], setPSIPressure[n])){ 
if(servodone[n]){ 
servo2.detach(); 
} 
servoValue[n] = 90; 
servodone[n] = true; 
}else{ 
servodone[n] = false; 
servo2.attach(11); 
PID2.Compute(); 
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} 
} 
 
void ComputePID3(){ 
int n = 3; 
if(isInError(PSIPressure[n], setPSIPressure[n])){ 
if(servodone[n]){ 
servo3.detach(); 
} 
servoValue[n] = 90; 
servodone[n] = true; 
}else{ 
servodone[n] = false; 
servo3.attach(10); 
PID3.Compute(); 
} 
} 
 
void ComputePID4(){ 
int n = 4; 
if(isInError(PSIPressure[n], setPSIPressure[n])){ 
if(servodone[n]){ 
servo4.detach(); 
} 
servoValue[n] = 90; 
servodone[n] = true; 
}else{ 
servodone[n] = false; 
servo4.attach(9); 
PID4.Compute(); 
} 
} 
 
void ComputePID5(){ 
int n = 5; 
if(isInError(PSIPressure[n], setPSIPressure[n])){ 
if(servodone[n]){ 
servo5.detach(); 
} 
servoValue[n] = 90; 
servodone[n] = true; 
}else{ 
servodone[n] = false; 
servo5.attach(8); 
PID5.Compute(); 
} 
} 
 
void ComputePID6(){ 
int n = 6; 
if(isInError(PSIPressure[n], setPSIPressure[n])){ 
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if(servodone[n]){ 
servo6.detach(); 
} 
servoValue[n] = 90; 
servodone[n] = true; 
}else{ 
servodone[n] = false; 
servo6.attach(6); 
PID6.Compute(); 
} 
} 
 
void ComputePID7(){ 
int n = 7; 
if(isInError(PSIPressure[n], setPSIPressure[n])){ 
if(servodone[n]){ 
servo7.detach(); 
} 
servoValue[n] = 90; 
servodone[n] = true; 
}else{ 
servodone[n] = false; 
servo7.attach(5); 
PID7.Compute(); 
} 
} 
 
void acctuateAnkleJoint(int pot, int muscleback, int musclefront, double deg){ 
readPot(pot); 
double pressuredrop = 0; 
while(deg<(DegreePotData[pot]-10) || deg>(DegreePotData[pot]+10)){ 
if(deg >= -10){ 
if(deg > DegreePotData[pot]){ 
if(pressuredrop<40){ 
pressuredrop = pressuredrop+0.5; 
} 
} else{ 
if(pressuredrop>0){ 
pressuredrop = pressuredrop-0.5; 
} 
} 
setPressure(musclefront, (40-pressuredrop)); 
setPressure(muscleback, 40); 
determinePressures(); 
runPIDs(); 
writeToServos(); 
readPot(pot); 
Serial.println(DegreePotData[pot]); 
}else{ 
if(deg < DegreePotData[pot]){ 
if(pressuredrop<40){ 
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pressuredrop = pressuredrop+0.5; 
} 
} else{ 
if(pressuredrop>1){ 
pressuredrop = pressuredrop-0.5; 
} 
} 
setPressure(muscleback, (40-pressuredrop)); 
setPressure(musclefront, 40); 
determinePressures(); 
runPIDs(); 
writeToServos(); 
readPot(pot); 
} 
} 
} 
 
void acctuateKneeJoint(int pot, int muscleback, int musclefront, double deg){ 
readPot(pot); 
double pressuredrop = 0; 
while(deg<(DegreePotData[pot]-10) || deg>(DegreePotData[pot]+10)){ 
if(deg == 0){ 
pressuredrop = 40; 
if(deg > DegreePotData[pot]){ 
if(pressuredrop<40){ 
pressuredrop = pressuredrop+0.5; 
} 
} else{ 
if(pressuredrop>0){ 
pressuredrop = pressuredrop-0.5; 
} 
} 
setPressure(musclefront, (40-pressuredrop)); 
setPressure(muscleback, 40); 
determinePressures(); 
runPIDs(); 
writeToServos(); 
readPot(pot); 
}else{ 
if(deg < DegreePotData[pot]){ 
if(pressuredrop<40){ 
pressuredrop = pressuredrop+0.5; 
} 
} else{ 
if(pressuredrop>0){ 
pressuredrop = pressuredrop-0.5; 
} 
} 
setPressure(muscleback, (40-pressuredrop)); 
setPressure(musclefront, 40); 
determinePressures(); 
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runPIDs(); 
writeToServos(); 
readPot(pot); 
printPressures(); 
Serial.println(servoValue[muscleback]); 
Serial.println(PSIPressure[muscleback]); 
} 
} 
} 
 
double PSIArduino(double j){ //Converts PSI to Arduino 
return j = ((j+conversionoffset)/conversionslope); 
} 
 
double ArduinoPSI(double j){ //Converts Arduino to PSI 
return j = ((j*conversionslope)-conversionoffset); 
} 
 
boolean isInError(double val, double setval){ //Checks to see if the pressure is within the tolerence 
if(((setval-PSIError) < val) && ((setval+PSIError) > val)){ 
return true; 
} else{ 
return false; 
} 
} 
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Appendix C: Itemized List of Parts 
 
Product
Product at com
pany
Product ID
C
om
pany
Price
Q
uantity per 
Package
Q
uantity 
O
rdered
Total 
Price
0.25" m
ale to m
ale threaded connector
H
igh-Strength W
hite N
ylon Threaded Pipe Fitting
48335K
171
M
cM
aster-C
arr
$0.81 
1
15
$12.15 
0.25" thread to 0.375" barb fitting 90 deg
D
urable N
ylon Extra-G
rip B
arbed Tube Fitting
5372K
317
M
cM
aster-C
arr
$5.55 
10
3
$16.65 
0.25" thread to 0.375" barb fitting straight
Straight for 3/4" Tube ID
 x 1/4 M
ale Pipe Size
5372K
117
M
cM
aster-C
arr
$4.54 
10
3
$13.62 
0.25" thread to 0.75" barb fitting straight
D
urable N
ylon Extra-G
rip B
arbed Tube Fitting
5372K
129
M
cM
aster-C
arr
$8.25 
10
2
$16.50 
0.75" barbed Plug
B
arbed D
ark G
ray PV
C
 Pipe Fitting
48315K
12
M
cM
aster-C
arr
$1.77 
1
12
$21.24 
1" #10 N
ylon Spacer
N
ylon U
nthreaded Spacer
94639A
359
M
cM
ater-C
arr
$10.21 
100
1
$10.21 
1/4"-20 philips screw
Zinc-Plated Steel Pan H
ead Phillips M
achine Screw
90272A
537
M
cM
ater-C
arr
$8.44 
100
1
$8.44 
1/8" barb to 1/4" threaded straight
D
urable N
ylon Tight-Seal B
arbed Tube Fitting
5463K
439
M
cM
aster-C
arr
$7.89 
10
1
$7.89 
1/8" hose for pressure sensor
H
igh-Pressure PV
C
 Tubing
5238K
718
M
cM
aster-C
arr
$0.69 
1
3
$2.07 
10-32 1-1/2" philips screw
Zinc-Plated Steel Pan H
ead Phillips M
achine Screw
90272A
836
M
cM
ater-C
arr
$9.06 
100
1
$9.06 
10-32 nylon locknut
Low
-Strength Steel N
ylon-Insert Locknuts
90631A
411
M
cM
ater-C
arr
$3.21 
100
1
$3.21 
1-1/8" hose clam
ps
W
orm
-D
rive H
ose C
lam
p w
ith Zinc-Plated Steel Screw
5415K
14
M
cM
aster-C
arr
$6.74 
10
3
$20.22 
12 V
olt D
C
 100 Psi Pum
p
12V
 D
C
 4L/M
in 100PSI H
igh Pressure D
iaphragm
 W
ater 
Pum
p
SK
U
O
D
112789
A
m
azon
$28.99
1
1
$28.99 
19/32" hose clam
ps
W
orm
-D
rive H
ose C
lam
p w
ith Zinc-Plated Steel Screw
5415K
11
M
cM
aster-C
arr
$6.61 
10
5
$33.05 
21/64" hose clam
ps
W
orm
-D
rive H
ose C
lam
p w
ith Zinc Plated Steel Screw
5388K
14
M
cM
aster-C
arr
$5.87 
10
2
$11.74 
25 Side R
elease B
uckles
Side R
elease B
uckles - Q
ty. 25
B
Y
K
K
C
-B
LA
-1
C
ountry B
rook D
esign
$8.95 
25
1
$8.95 
25 Y
ards of Polypropylene W
ebbing
Polypropylene W
ebbing - 25 Y
ards
W
P-B
LA
-1
C
ountry B
rook D
esign
$6.95 
25
1
$6.95 
3 w
ay 0.25" PV
C
 Tees
Thick-W
all D
ark G
ray PV
C
 Pipe Fitting
4596K
321
M
cM
aster-C
arr
$3.42 
1
27
$92.34 
3 w
ay diverging ball valve
M
iniature PV
C
 B
all V
alve
4757K
52
U
S Plastics
$10.79 
1
8
$86.32 
3/8" H
igh Pressure PV
C
 Tube
H
igh-Pressure PV
C
 Tubing
52375K
13
M
cM
ater-C
arr
$21.75 
25
1
$21.75 
6 foot long 1/8 inch alum
inum
 bar
72 Inch Long x 1 Inch W
ide x 1/8 Inch Thick, A
lloy 6061, 
A
lum
inum
 R
ectangular B
ar
32012197
M
SC
 D
irect
$6.51 
1
2
$13.02 
7/8" ID
 1 1/8" O
D
 Latex H
ose
Super Soft Latex R
ubber Tubing
5234K
64
M
cM
aster-C
arr
$5.10 
1
13
$66.30 
A
crylic Sheets
1/8"x12"x24" Extruded A
crylic Sheet
44292
U
S Plastics
$7.49 
1
5
$37.45 
A
rduino M
ega
Ieik M
ega 2560 R
3 A
Tm
ega2560-16A
U
 + 
A
TM
EG
A
16U
2
B
00O
H
21C
R
M
A
m
azon
$13.09 
1
1
$13.09 
Freescale Sem
iconductor - N
X
P Pressure 
Sensor
SEN
SO
R
 G
A
U
G
E PR
ESS 101.5 PSI M
A
X
M
PX
5700G
P-N
D
D
igi-K
ey Electronics
$15.20 
1
10
$152.00 
H
S-311 Servo M
otor
H
itec H
S-311 Servo M
otor
B
0006O
3W
V
E
A
m
azon
$7.99 
1
6
$47.94 
V
ex Potentiom
eters
Potentiom
eter (2pack)
276-2216
V
ex R
obotics
$12.99 
2
3
$38.97 
Total
$800.12
59 
 
